
 

INSIDER WEEKLY ROUNDUP (15 MAY 2017) 

Gree$ngs 

This week, sunset at Kep, Cambodia from Insider member Andris, taken last month. Very 
tranquil… quite unlike the history of the country. 

And speaking of tranquility... 

This week the VIX hit a near record low. Vola$lity is collapsing in US and European equity 
markets. A bad omen? A sign of trouble on the horizon?  
Maybe not. 

This week, let's take a look at the VIX and the S&P 500 and pour cold water on the idea that 
a market collapse is imminent due to vola$lity being so low.  



And then, let's look at some off the wall ideas to take advantage of the extreme low levels 
of vola$lity in op$ons markets, and to generate "sub-prime" type payoffs. 

First of all, let's deal with the obvious. Yes, vola$lity in the US equity markets is low. 

And what happens to US equity markets is being echoed across the pond in Europe where 
the VIX equivalent of the Dax is also at near record lows - a truly wonderful set up if you are 
in the business of buying long-term op$ons... but more on that later. 

Let's look at the more important ques$on which is this: is low vola$lity necessarily a bad 
omen for stocks over the coming months?  

Now, at risk of sounding like an economist the answer is... well, yes and no. Below I have 
overlaid the VIX and the S&P 500. 

We can see that through both bull and bear market the correla$on is... ummm… there isn't 
any.  
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A far as making any determina$on with respect to where stocks may or may not be headed 
in coming months, using the VIX to trade equity direc$on is like using a hammer to write a 
novel. Useless! 

Let's zero in and take a look at what happened in 1992, another period of $me when 
implied vola$lity collapsed and stayed low for an extended period of $me.  

It started to rise again in 1996, but the market didn't peak un$l 2000. That's an 8-year 
$meframe, folks. So low vola$lity (and even rising vola$lity) wasn't a bearish omen - quite 
the contrary. 

Now, onto the GFC.  

You can debate what low vola$lity is but the VIX got down to about 10 at the start of 2007 
(where the VIX currently is trading), stocks topped out some 8 months later, and then we 
had the GFC. 
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Therefore, we can't objec$vely read much into these observa$ons because they aren't 
sta$s$cally significant in any way. And what's more, the two observa$ons provided 
diametrically opposed outcomes. 

What low "VOL" does give us... 

It provides us with an environment where the cost of op$ons (typically both long/call or 
short/put) are typically abnormally cheap. And as such, I thought this week we would have 
some fun and put a few trades in front of you with poten$ally big payoffs. We're going to be 
making good use of the ultra low vola$lity that pervades in Europe by looking at a few fancy 
op$on strategies. 

From the outset, I have to say that what I am talking about here isn't available to US 
ci$zens, and yes, it sucks that being a US ci$zen has become such a burden. Nobody, 
including the SEC themselves, has been able to provide me with any ra$onal reason why US 
ci$zens cannot buy op$ons on European stocks. 

Since we have members from all corners of this world, we'll press forward to look at what is 
on offer. 

We are going to be talking about ultra long-term bull call spreads on the AEX (Amsterdam 
Index), Aegon, and Mihal Steel.  

Here is the "execuSve summary”: 

• A 12% upside move in the AEX for a 230% return, 
• A 76% move for insurer Aegon for a 900% return, and 
• A 127% move for Mihal Steel for a 760% return 
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And all you have to do aler these trades are ini$ated is take up residence in the Seychelles 
(or some exo$c beau$ful such place). 

 Seychelles or not, what I am saying is you have to do nothing for the next 5 years and let 
the market take its course.  

This is easier said than done because olen the wai$ng is the hardest part. 

For those of you who aren't familiar with bull call spreads as a strategy, then you might want 
to brush up by reading our report on the topic. 

So here we go... The AEX, which has by far the best op$on market of any of the indices in 
Europe in terms of the $ghtness of the bid-offer spreads and dura$on of op$ons - out 5 
years to expiry (at this stage December 2021).  

The AEX has lihle to do with the Dutch economy and more to do with growth in the world 
economy. Take a look at the top cons$tuents of this index: 
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We have already been through how the AEX Index tracks the Dow (apart from the last 5 
years). Perhaps it is playing catch up as we speak? 

The AEX and Dow indexed to 100 as of 1987 (In USDs): 

So in essence if you have a bullish posi$on/outlook on the AEX, by default you have a 
bullish posi$on on the Dow (near enough). 

Below is the AEX. Take a look at the 600 level, which is only about 12% away from current 
levels and certainly not much to ask for it to move over the next 4.5 years (December 2021) 
– it is already up 11% so far this year. 

Here is the idea: we buy the December 2021 550 strike call and sell the 600 strike call 
against it.  

We should be able to buy the 550 strike for 42 and sell the 600 strike for 29 for a spread of 
13, add 2 for brokerage (if you are using IB) and that gives you a 230% return.  
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All the AEX has to do is to close at or above 600 come December 2021 - a mere 12% move 
in the underlying index. 

Note just how $ght the bid offer spreads are on the AEX. Even going out 5 years and OTM 
(out of the money) spreads remain $ghter than op$ons on the Dow or S&P 500 op$ons - 
and remember they only go out to December 2019.  

With such $ght spreads we can construct all sorts of wonderful spread trades. 

Let's move on to some individual stock op$on trades.  

Mihal Steel... Wow, what a dog.  

But will it s$ll be a dog come December 2021?  

I'm reminded of the types of equi$es which tend to do well when currencies come into 
ques$on, and those that are viewed as companies with "real stuff" suddenly become en 
vogue. 

Now take a look at the 15 level in the chart on the next page.  

This is a 130% move from current levels but taking a long broad view of this chart you 
realise quickly that isn't much to ask from a stock like Mihal in the right environment. 

And with a December 2021 10/15 bull call spread that would equate to an incredible 760% 
return. 
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So here is the trade: buy the December 2021 10 strike at 1.11 and sell the 15 strike at 0.55 
for a spread of 0.57, add 0.02 for brokerage for a total cost of 0.59.  

Should Mihal close at or above 15 come December 2021 then this would be, 15-10 – 
0.59/0.59 = 760%. Note if you could get the spread for 0.50 (including brokerage), then it 
would be a 900% return! 

What about breakeven - the level it has to get to in order for you to just get your money 
back? At a cost of 0.59 this would be at 10.59. 

Ageon, big Dutch insurer and owner of Transamerica Insurance in the US.  

I'm going to give lip service to fundamental valua$ons but it trades at a P/Book level of 
0.37x, dividend yield of 5.7%, and a forward P/E of 7x. Not exactly a demanding valua$on 
as a lot of nega$vity/uncertainty is already priced into the stock price. I suspect that should 
things turn out to be "less worse" than expected for Aegon, the stock will rocket. 

I suspect that a price of 8 isn't too demanding if the crowd decides that the outlook for 
Aegon isn't as bad as they thought it was... and we have 5 years for that. 
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So now let's look at a bull call spread on Aegon, specifically the December 2021 7/8 spread. 
We should be able to buy the 7 strike at 0.32 and sell the 8 strike at 0.24 for a spread of 
0.08, add 0.02 for brokerage, and we have a total cost of 0.10.  

So if Aegon were to close at or above 8 come December 2021, then this would equate to a 
return of about 900%. Not bad when all Aegon needs to do is rise 75%. 

Once again, take a look at the chart and you'll realise that 75% from where we're at today is 
a prehy small move on the charts. 

The point of this week's discussion wasn't so much as to provide more trade ideas but 
rather to highlight the payoffs that can be achieved if some of these deep value stocks 
decide to come back to life. And it won't take too much of a move in these stocks to 
generate sub-prime type payoffs. 

The pricing of the op$ons is abnormally low. You'll hear a lot of noise about the VIX and 
how low it is but I hate to say it… the majority of pundits ran$ng on about it have no idea 
how to execute any meaningful trade on the idea.  
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In fact, I just read one report where the publisher was actually telling people to buy the VIX 
ETF: VXX. I cringed.  

Why?  

Because the probabili$es lie dras$cally in favour of these poor investors gerng their shirts 
handed to them. 

This ETF invests in VIX futures contracts, and because the fund must buy more expensive 
longer-dated contracts while selling cheaper short-dated futures (repeatedly buying high 
and selling low), the decay in this is truly phenomenal.  

What's more, they NEVER capture the price moves that retail investors expect.  

Take, for example, the 25% spike in the VIX we had back in August of 2015. The ETF gained 
a whopping 8%.  

Great - you're buying a decaying instrument that's mathema$cally guaranteed to lose you 
money over even a short period of $me and when you magically get it right on a big move in 
the VIX you make 8%. This impresses me as profoundly stupid. 

Please, if you're subscribed to any newslehers where it's being suggested that you do this, 
realise what you're buying and realise that the author, as knowledgeable as he or she may 
be in many things, likely has no idea what they're talking about here.  

Recap 

What we're looking at in this week's note is a far superior way to take advantage of low 
vola$lity.  

These aren't the only trades out there with "sub prime" type payoffs. There are many other 
deep value stocks in Europe where big returns can be achieved via long term op$on trades.  

What I find amazing is that few people are aware of the existence of the long-term op$on 
market for European stocks. During discussions with top-level hedge fund traders virtually 
no one is aware of them.  

Perhaps, if they were aware of them then the payoffs wouldn't be so drama$c? Perhaps, I 
should shut my mouth. 
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Lastly, I received the message below which I'm glad, though perplexed, was not stopped at 
the gates to my email inbox and swilly shown the door. It is too good not to share: 

Sincerely, 

Chris MacIntosh 

Founder & Editor In Chief, Capitalist Exploits Independent Investment Research 
Founder & Managing Partner, Asymmetric Opportuni$es Fund 
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